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Meet our 2022 Data Scientists

Ishango.ai's 8-week Data Science Programme upskills and
connects talented African data scientists to opportunities with
global companies.

In June 2022, we launched the first cohort for the year with two
host companies Phastar and Africa Practice. On the Africa
Practice team, Stephen and Winifred developed an NLP model
to extract and group topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) topic modelling.

On the Phastar team, our data scientists developed an NLP
model that could identify and recommend the most similar
LLTs up to 90% accuracy.

In October, we welcomed our second cohort for the year with  Elder Research Inc (a returning project host), Fyffes  and
Barry Callebaut as host our companies.

Elder Research team, Ethel and Bonaventure's project focused on mining and analysing sensor data to develop a model for
intelligent runner cracks detection in a hydroelectric power plant.

Fyffes team, Percy and Mahamat worked on developing a python-based data model to estimate the size of pineapples
from phone-generated imaging directly taken from the plants in the field..

For Barry Callebaut, Samuel and Opanin were tasked with analysing factory sensor data to identify inefficiencies, detect
anomalies and extract actionable insights to improve production.

Nurturing African Data Science Talent
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Our two month data science programme provides international companies access to top Data Science talent for their projects. 

Our data scientists have worked remotely on value-adding projects for international companies that span industries and sectors
such as agriculture, healthcare, finance, industrial engineering, manufacturing and e-commerce.

With the support of our host companies, we will continue to build the bridge between Africa’s top data science talent and global
business and help more organisations increase their ROI while making a significant social impact at a lower cost of delivery.

Delivering projects for global companies



What our host companies are saying:

It's been a great success, It’s added value. The
fellows proved they were extremely skillful. They
were really capable of pursuing data science
projects with limited supervision. And there were no
communication or time difference issues. They
really helped our team.

 Krzyszt of Stec
Lead Data Scientist at Philip Morris International

The Ishango fellows have made a strong contribution
to our project, enabling us to accelerate progress.
It has been a pleasure to work with Winifred and
Stephen. They are talented, enthusiastic, and well-
supported by the Ishango organisation.

Steen Joffe
Director, Digital and Data, Africa Practice

Our Host Companies



Our mentors who are experienced in the data science field
pass on the skills necessary to take our budding data
scientists from highly skilled technicians to fully fledged
professionals.

In 2022, we were privileged to have mentors including
Chih-Chun Chen (Co-Founder Cambridge Spark), James
Walsh (Alan Turing Institute), Pheobe Atieno (Phastar),
Chris Tuomping Fotso (Leibniz University), Jan Ravnik
(DeepLearning.AI ) and Jessica Irving (Five Lives)

Our Mentors Our Partners

In 2022, we partnered with Dataquest on a scholarship
programme spotlighted below. We also collaborated on a
webinar to share tips on how to ace a data science
interview. which featured our co-founders, Eunice Ball and
Oliver Angelil.

We had the opportunity of being featured by the Digital
Skills Accelerator Africa (DSAA). We were pleased to
share the work we are doing to upskill and create job
opportunities in data science for young Africans. 

We partnered with dLab Tanzania to host our first
#DataSheroes: Conversations with Women in Data
Science webinar - a virtual series which shines a light on
inspiring women in data science around the world.



This is the most hear the joy in my heart after winning an
Ishango.ai/Dataquest Scholarship. I'm so ready for this
journey. Datascience is the way to go! Thank you so much
Ishango Dataquest team for this grant! 
- Nthiga Evalyne, Scholarship Beneficiary

This is to let you know that I have almost finished with my
training in Data Science and also to thank you once again
for the opportunity, Indeed, you pay the training for me
and choose the best platform to learn and this let me learn
a lot of knowledge very quickly. Your scholarship will have
a great effect on my career as a researcher.
- Igor Collins, Scholarship Beneficiary

Excited about the access I have to Data Science
Courses through the scholarship received from
ishango.ai and Dataquest.io. So much to learn.
- Natalie Razika, Scholarship Beneficiary

AKWANG RAMSON OFON
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Learning Days 
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ANGELIQUE S. AKPALOO
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GIDEON KWAME GARGAR
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Learning Days 

133
54

Partnership spotlight: Dataquest x Ishango
What scholarship recipients have said:

In 2022 we offered 400 scholarships courtesy of our
partnership with world-leading online learning platform
Dataquest. 50% of these scholarships were awarded to
aspiring female data scientists across Africa.

Through our Telegram and Women in Data Science
communities we are continuing to support our learners to
advance in the data science journies. 

Our Top 3 Ishango x Dataquest LearnersOur Top 3 Ishango x Dataquest Learners



Join us and get involved.

Are you a company interested in working with the
best data science talent in Africa?

Are you a budding data scientist in Africa
looking to accelerate your career? 

Are you an experienced data scientist
and want to share your skills? 

www.ishango.ai

ishango_ai

ishango.ai

 

ishango.ai

ishango.ai Data science
community

Host a project

Join the programme

Become a mentor


